
WHY RECOMMENDED TRADE ROOMS ARE NO LONGER RECOMMENDED 
 
Please understand first I do not function as a compliance officer – the rooms I recommend can do whatever 
they want after I recommend them and secondly, I do not function as an auditor – there are 1109 rooms 
currently and I certainly do not check in on them. 
 
Having said that, you can be sure I receive several emails a week from fellow trades that speak to any and 
all deficiencies in rooms that I currently endorse/recommend.  So in that regard, I am fully conversant with 
trade room deficiencies. 
 
The deficiencies that are central to my removing any room from endorsement are: 
 
1. No longer maintaining a forthright, detailed and track record of actual profit/trade or profit/day. 
2. No longer showing detailed trade entries, exits, targets 
3. No longer achieving a net P/L of $1000/wk over a 2-3-4+ month period 
 
I contact these rooms, often several times, to clarify and rectify what deficiencies exist and ask them to 
correct if possible. Some do, some tell me to get lost.  So for: 

 Alpha Wave Traders: 1 & 3 

 Bulls & Bears: 3 

 Day Trading the Futures 1 & 2 

 Global Trading Consortium: 1 & 3 + head trader an SEC criminal 

 Moore Research Center: 3 

 Strategic Day Trading: 1 

 Trade the Emini: 1 & 2 above 

 Trade Empowered 1 & 3 

 Trading Clan: 3 

 Trading Star Pro: 1 & 3 
So I dropped them. Rooms come and rooms go; my recommendations are dynamic but always aligned for 
trader’s best interests, not the trade rooms.  
 
I have NOT recommended Day Trading the Futures on the specific endorsement ever nor Trade 
Empowered nor Advanced Trading Workshop. They were mentioned in papers a while back but then they 
went off on their own. 
 


